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Abstract

A small fixed-mirrors Michelson interferometer has been built in Frascati to experimentally study the
alignment method that has been suggested for VIRGO. The experimental results are exceUent and fully
confirm the adequacy of the method. The minimum angular misalignment that can be detected in the
present set-up is 10 nrad.
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Introduction

The search for Gravitational-Waves (GW) with interferometric antennas (VIRGO,LIGO,GEO), aims at
the detection of a GW-signal by measuring the relative motion that a GW induces between two widely
separated test masses [1, 2, 3]. In all these cases, the test masses are the mirrors suspended at the ends
of two long Fabry-Perot cavities, perpendicular to each other and forming a Michelson interferometer.
Inside the detector, IR-light (1.064 ^m) is split into two beams which travel down the arms and reflect
off the mirrors at the two ends. On their return, the beams interfere on the detection plane and from
the illumination changes of the photodiode one can infere the relative changes that have occurred to
the interferometer arm lengths. However, all the optical elements of the interferometer undergo position
and angle fluctuations that are mostly due to thermal and seismic noise. Since any angular tilt causes a
variation of the cavity length, this can simulate a GW-signal. The specifications required for the angular
stability are determined by the sensitivity level one is aiming at for the detection of a GW-signal. These
can turn out to be very severe and thus the sensitivities required in monitoring the error signals can
become an issue. As a part of the research and development program in support of the VIRGO project,
we built a small fixed-mirror interferometer with Fabry-Perot cavities in the two arms. Here we report
on the first experimental demonstration of how an automatic alignment scheme could be operated on a
complete Michelson Interferometer.

1 The Fabry-Perot alignment methods

Two are the basic alignment methods that we considered and both of them are based on the phase
modulation of the incoming beam. The first was developed at Caltech by D.Z.Anderson et al.[4] and
the second at Glasgow by H.Ward et al.[5]. Both of them were originally designed to align one single
Fabry-Perot (FP) but no attempt has ever been made to extend this procedure to the case of a complete
Michelson Interferometer (MI).

For a brief description of the two methods, let us consider a pure TEMoo laser beam entering a
Fabry-Perot cavity with a tilting angle Aa with respect to the cavity axis. In the limit where this angle
is much smaller than the far field divergence* of the beam ao = X/TWO, the cavity sees the input beam
as a linear superposition of the TEMoo distribution and the first off-axis mode TEMio. Similarly, if the
TEMoo beam enters the cavity with a lateral displacement Ax much smaller than the beam waist, the
cavity sees again the incoming beam profile as a linear superposition of TEMoo and TEMio-

The difference between these two cases is that the rotations lead to a coupling into the TEMio mode
as the translations do, but with a 90° phase shift. This means that a misalignment causes a coupling into
the lowest-order off axis mode with a phase that depends upon the type of misalignment. Therefore the
transverse field distribution" seen by the cavity as a consequence of small walks off of the two terminal
mirror, can be always approximated by a linear combination of these two modes

E = C0U0 + CUi , (1.1)

where E is the normalized input field, and VQ and U\ are the usual Hermite-Gaussian functions associated
with the TEMoo and TEM10 modes. Co and C are the coupling coefficients and in general are complex
numbers. In particular:

• for a pure translation Ax: C = Ax/u'O;

• for a pure rotation Aa: C = i Aa/ao;

and CQ is always real and close to unity.
Therefore the basic idea of the methods is to find a way to detect the amplitude and phase of this

induced TEMio component.



1.1 The Anderson method

In this method, one chooses to phase-modulate the input beam at the frequency separation between
TEMoo and TEMio, which in a plano-concave cavity (length L, mirror radius R) is given by:

The field amplitude for a beam of phase modulated light at the optical frequency u\ has the form

l=>z

{ M l ( ) } } (1.3 •
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where Q/2TT = Ai> is the modulation frequency, EQ is a constant real vector, and <//(m) is the Besse!
function of order / and phase modulation index m. In this notation, the physical electric field is obtained
by taking the real part of the complex quantities. If the value of the modulation index m is sufficiently
small, only the first three terms in the expansion (1.3) can be retained and the expression of the electric
field (1.1) reduces to:

E ~ £o(r0 + Ct'i)e'^{jo(m) + 2i71(m)sm(fio} • ( 1 . 4 )

By disregarding all the non resonant terms, this equation shows that the transmitted beam consists mostly
of the fundamental mode at the carrier frequency with a small contribution from the TEMio mode at the
sideband frequency (-j + fi). The resulting transmitted intensity exhibits a spatially dependent component
modulated at the beat frequency fi as follows (Io —\ EQ \2):

I =\T2 | I0{j0*U0
2+ \C\2 Jll'1 + 2J0J1U0l\(Re[C]cosSlt + I m [ C ] s i n f i t ) } , (1.5)

where T is the FP's complex transmittivity on resonance [7].
Since the Hermite-Gaussian functions are mutually orthogonal when integrated all over the space, the

detection of the entire transmitted beam by a single photodiode results in a DC-signal. The correspondent
DC-photocurrent is obtained by integrating the first and leading term of eq.(l.o) yielding

J j c = T) —— | 1 \ IQ J Q ( 7TI) , ( 1.0 I

where 17 is the quantum efficiency. On the contrary, a separate detection of each half of the transmitted
beam, followed by electronic subtraction of the two photocurrents, yields a current signal given by

-0.H1. h[dlff = 2 J- Idc V- { Re [C] cos Sit + Im [C] sin Qt } .
V J Jo ̂

This equation shows that the intensity component that is in-phase with the modulation (cos fir) is pro-
portional to the translational error and the quadrature component (sin fit) is proportional to the angular
alignment error. Thus, by demodulating the signal, one can obtain simultaneously and independently
both the misalignment errors. With the same argument, a quadrant photodiode detector permits simul-
taneous detection of couplings to both vertical and horizontal off-axis modes.

1.2 The Ward method

This alternative technique has been suggested by R.Drever at Caltech and experimentally demonstrated
by H.Ward at the University of Glasgow [5]. It's basically an extension of the method used for the
longitudinal locking (Pound and Drever) [6] and uses the light which is reflected from the FP. The beam
is phase modulated but the modulation frequency fi is not to be equal to the frequency difference between
fundamental and first transverse mode as it is in the Anderson method.



Let us suppose that the cavity is both laterally and angularly misaligned with respect to the incoming
beam direction of the usual quantities a = AX/WQ and a = Aa/a0 respectively. In the cavity frame the
incoming beam is described by

E[n = Eoe'^{Uo + (a + ia)Ui][J0 + 2iJx sin (fit)] , - (1.9)

where the only resonant term is Uo at the carrier frequency. Assuming a totally reflective end mirror,
the expression for the reflected beam in the incoming beam frame, is

o - 2al\) - 2iJl(UQ + 2j"«ri)sin(nn] . (1.9)

The idea of the method is to let this beam evolve freely in space and to consider that an additional
term intervenes in this process. This term is the phase difference between the real Gaussian beam and
the ideal plane wave approximation, given by the Guoy phase

tfn.mU) = (n + m+ l)d(z) , t ano (z )= — ^ • (1.10)
7TU'O

The indexes n,m refer to the (n,m)-th order mode and z is the propagation coordinate whose origin.
z = 0, is at the location of the beam waist. This means that different modes evolve differently and the
two components UQ and L\ acquire the phase difference o{z). The eq. (1.9) becomes:

ETej{z) - - iEoei{*"'t*) { {JQ(UQ - 2al\ cosd) - 4a.A cososin(Q0]

- 2i[aJQl\ sino + J\{UQ - 2aVx sin £) sin (fit)]} • (1-11)

The intensity associated with this field depends upon the position where the detector is located. If
the current difference between the two halves of a photodetector is taken at a given c-position, and the
signal is demodulated at the frequency 17, the dominant component that will be detected is given by:

Idijj « - JQJ\LTOI\{O.sine? + QCOS<?)sin (fit) . (1-12)

Since the beam has a waist on Mj. sin Q = 0 right behind Mi and therefore, in this region, the method
is sensitive only to tilts. However, if the beam i6 let to evolve, the angle O goes to TT/2 and so, at a very
large distance from the waist, Idi/j becomes sensitive only to displacements. A more practical way to
change 0 is to employ an appropriate telescope, as discussed in detail in ref. [5].

2 The experimental apparatus

The Frascati prototype is a small-scale, fixed-mirror Michelson interferometer in air. sufficient for us to
concentrate on optical alignment and stability studies. The mechanical and optical apparatus lies on top
of a TMC-optical table (1.5 m x 2.0 m), which is isolated from the seismic ground motion with an air
over-pressure spring system that couples it to the ground floor. A sound absorbing enclosure protects the
whole assembly against the ambient acoustical noise. The interferometer is constructed with commercial
mirror mounts and the space between the cavity mirrors is protected by plexiglass tubes to minimize the
fluctuations in the refraction index induced by the air circulation.

2.1 The interferometer layout

The layout is shown in fig.(l). Light from a frequency stabilized Newport XL-1 He-Ne laser (0.5 mVV at
632.8 nm) is phase modulated and focused with two positive lenses (Lo, Li) into a beam waist of 5.9 •
10~2 cm at the position of the recycling mirror (Mo). 1-94 m away from the laser output.
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Figure 1: Complete lay-out of the whole interferometer

The laser is isolated from spurious light feed-backs with a system of two Faraday rotators and two
polarizing beam splitters. If only one of these two systems is used, the back reflection reduces to a fraction
of 2.0 • 10~5 of the incident power but becomes undetectable with a cascade of two. A third polarizing
beam splitter (P2) is added before the entrance of the interferometer to ensure linear polarization in
the horizontal plane for both the beams directed to and reflected from the interferometer. A quadrant
photodiode (QS) is placed on the beam transmitted by the mirror T2: low frequency movements of the
beam directed to the interferometer, due mainly to angular jitters of the laser output, are so detected
and corrected for, acting in a feedback loop on the two piezos mounted on the mirror To-

To find room on the optical table, the recycling cavity is folded over a zig-zag sequence of two flat
mirrors (T3, T 4) , a positive lens (L2) and a curved mirror (T5) with a total optical path of 2.68 m. The
beam waist at the position of the two flat mirrors (Mi, M3) is 7.2 • 10~2 cm and is mode matched to the
geometry of the two following FP-cavities. The FP mirrors (Mi,2 and M3,4) and the recycling mirror (Mo)
are mounted on Burleigh PZ-91 (piezo-mounting) to allow for fine longitudinal (2 nm/V) and angular
adjustments (80 nrad/V horizontal. 92 nrad/V vertical). The mirror characteristics have been measured
and the results are summarized in table I.

The piezo mounts have a frequency response that relates the applied voltage to the motion effectively
executed by the mirror. This response is described by a transfer function which, in general, depends
upon the exciting frequency and can only be determined with an experimental measurement. In the iow
frequency interval (< 10 Hz), where most of the mechanical noise is concentrated, the transfer function
is definitely well-behaved. However, structures are visible in the region between 200 Hz and 500 Hz and
are associated with the mechanical structure of the mirror holder. They have been efficiently damped by
adding an extra load to the mount.



Table I

Mirror

Mo

Mi,M3

M2,M4

BS
T3

Transmittivity t2 (%)

40.8 ± 0.3
10.1 ± 0.2
0.2 ± 0.01
50.3 ± 0.7

(6.0 ± 1.0) -10-2

Curvature Radius (m)

00

00

10
cc
00

2.2 Fabry-Perot's cavities

Both the Fabry-Perot cavities are 70.6 cm long and the separation between the longitudinal modes is
c/2L =212.3 MHz. From eq.(1.2), the transverse-longitudinal separation is 18.2 MHz. The line-shape
profile has been measured with a photodiode located behind the terminal mirrors and reproduces the
expected expression in Ref. [7].

The measurement of the width F of the resonance yields

•r

- rxr2

= 57.5 ± 2.0 (2.1)

and allows for a direct measurement of the product rir2 = 0.947 ± 0.002, in good accordance with the
reflectivity values reported in table I. The value of the power enhancement (the power stored into the
cavity per unit incident power), the reflectivities and the transmittivities of the FPs have been measured
at resonance and the results are shown in table II together with the same values expected on the base
of the mirror transmittivities quoted in table I. The departure from one of the sum T2 + R2 measures
the total amount of the cavity losses. They turn out to be 7.5 % and 9.4 % for FPj and FP2 and imply
coating losses of 0.11 % and 0.15 %, both well within specs for standard commercial mirrors.

Table II

FPi
FP2

expected

Reflectivity R2 {%)

85.8 ± 3.0
84.3 ± 3.0

92.6

Transmittivity T2 (%)

6.7 ± 0.2
6.3 ± 0.2

7.4

Power Enh.

32.8 ± 1.0
31.1 ± 1.0

36.2

Both FP's cavities have been longitudinally locked with a "dithering" technique operating at two
different frequencies (7.0 and 4.3 kHz) with an oscillation amplitude of 1.3 • 10~5 • A.

In the feedback system we have used, the detectors PMi and PM2 have been normalized to PNLj.
which is proportional to the power inside the recycling cavity, through two analog dividers. The resulting
ratios are then sent to two lock-in amplifiers, whose outputs represent the error signals that are then
integrated, amplified and, finally, applied to the piezos of the two FP's terminal mirrors M2 and M4. In
the "feed-back on" condition, the power fluctuations in the two cavities never exceed a few percent of
the stored power.



2.3 The recycling cavity

The recycling cavity comprises the sequence of elements that runs from Mo to Mi,3. It is arranged in a
plano-plano geometry where the two flat terminal mirrors are connected by the two focusing elements L?
and T5. The distances from the beam splitter to the initial FP's mirrors have been made slightly different
(Mas - Mi = 11.9 cm, Mas - M3 = 9,4 cm), in analogy to what they will be in VIRGO, to increase the
sensitivity on the dark fringe detector [8]. The total cavity loss arc, inclusive of the lens L2 and the three
mirrors T3, T4. T5, has been obtained by a direct measurement of the power lost in one trip from L2 to
T5. Unfortunately measurements of this kind are affected by large errors because they always require to
take differences between almost equal numbers. In our case we obtained a rc = (1.92 ± 1.0 )%.

The recycling cavity can be looked at as a FP's cavity where the initial mirror is Mo and the terminal
mirror is the ensemble of the beam splitter and the two FP's. This ensemble can be considered as an
equivalent mirror with an effective reflectivity defined as:

= (81.5 ±2.6)% (2.2)

where a/ r accounts for the power ihat is inevitably lost in the incomplete light extinction on the fringe
detector. This power loss has been evaluated to be of the order of 1 %. The enhancement factor for this
cavity is expected to be

_ stored power T3
- ° = 4.4 ±0.4 (2.3)incident power (1 - re?r0)2

and it has been obtained by measuring the power transmitted by T3 (or equivalently by FP12) with
and without the insertion of Mo- The experimental result has been determined to be 4.8 ± 0.3 in good
agreement with eq.(2.3).

Two fast photodiodes were used in two feedback loops to keep the recycling cavity on resonance
(FPHi) and to maintain the dark fringe condition (FPH2). The demodulated signal from FPHi w*s
used to control the Mo position, while the feedback from FPH2 acted on both the FP2 mirrors, thus
constraining the dark fringe without perturbing the status of FP2.

3 Experimental Results

A global simulation of the beam evolution inside the interferometer [9] shows that small mirror
misalignments do not prevent the field amplitude from reaching an equilibrium condition that retains the
information on each individual mirror position. This means that the demodulated signals from a quadrant
photodiode placed on any of the beams leaving the interferometer are sensitive to the misalignment status
of all mirrors, either in their in phase or quadrature components, or in both. Furthermore, each of these
components can be analytically expressed in terms of the individual mirror misalignments. Since the
field configuration can be probed in any position of interest, with a sufficient number of measurements,
the alignment status of the whole interferometer can be fully determined. To better achieve this, the
modulation frequency of the laser beam has to coincide with the TEMQO — TEM10 frequency separation
of the FPs (18.2 MHz in our case), since in this way the beams transmitted by the FPs have the maximum
sensitivity to misalignments.

In the experimental test we conducted, we set into oscillation Mo. Mi. M2, M3. M4 one at a time, at
the fixed frequency of 3 Hz and with an amplitude of approximately 200 nrad. At each time the signals
seen by Qo, Qi and Q2 were demodulated at 0° and 90° in order to construct the two quantities

. (3.1)

Since the angle/voltage calibrations are the same for all the piezos in the system, it is quite appropriate
to present the results normalized to one of them. Tables III,IV,V present the comparison between the
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Table III : Beam transmitted by Fp! for $ G = 0.0415 ff rad

.4(M0)/.4(M2)

| ^ ( M o ) - ^ ( M 2 ) |

.4(M!)M(Ma)

|tfMi)-tfM2)|

.4(M4)/A(M2)

MM4)-*(M2)|

Experimetal

0.4 ± 0.02

45.1°± 3.0°

0.83 ± 0.03

173.8°± 2.2°

0.8 ± 0.1

25.2 °± 6.5°

Theoretical

0.395

49.6°

0.835

174.7°

0.7

23.0°

Table IV : Beam transmitted by FP2 for two values of

.4(MO)/.4(M2)

MMo)-*M,)|

M M ' O ) - ^ ) !

.4fM3)M(M2)

MM3)-tfMa>|

-4(\I4)/.4(M2)

lv'(M,)-,(M2)|

$G

Exp

0.52

10.1°

0.77

183.8

1.28

146.6°

1.2

31.9°

±

±

°±

±

±

= 0.

0.02

2.0c

0.02

1.4

0.03

1.27

± 0.03

± 1.1°

0965 ir

0

o

Theor.

0.57

26.7°

0.91

179.2°

1.2

152.4°
i-

1.43

22.4°

G = 0.41

Exp.

0.56

15.5 c

0.9

176.7

0.94

137.6

1.18

35.3°

± 0.01

>± 1.4°

± 0.02

°± 1.0°

± 0.02

°± 1.0°

± 0.01

± 0.6°

44 T

Theor.

0.55

24.2°
[

0.895

179.2°

1.17

149.2°

1.39

24.6°



Table V : Beam reflected by Mo for $c = 0.1063 * rad

A(\U)/A(U0)

| V-(M,)-^(MO)|

A(M2)/A(MQ)

9(M2)-v?(Mo)l

A(M3)/-4(M0)

| * ( M 3 ) - ? ( M 0 ) |

Experimetal

1.45 ± 0.08

174.3°± 3.0°

1.33 ± 0.06

1.2°± 1.6°

1.33 ± 0.07

179.3°± 3.1°

Theoretical

1.22

179.0°

1.26

1.1°

1.11

179.1°

experimental and expected values of these ratios for Q\. Q2 and Qo. respectively. As shown in the tables,
different values for the Guoy phases have been selected. The quoted errors are only those expected from
the noise fluctuations. In all the cases the agreement appears always extremely satisfactory.

The effect of the evolution of the Guoy phase have been directly tested on the beam reflected by XL).
As indicated at the end of section 1.2, we have kept Qo fixed at about 60 cm from Mo, and placed a leas
with / = + 20 cm at different distances from Qo, thus obtaining values for the total Guoy phase in the
range (0.11 -i- 0.94) x rad. The behaviour of both A(\l.2) / A(Mo) and ^(M2) -^(Mo)- expressed in terms
of the calculated Guoy phase $G- are shown in fig.(2). The expected curve for .4(M2)/.4(Mo) peaks quite
sharply at $G/*" = 0.8 and the experimental data follow this shape with a reasonable agreement. The
smallness of the A(Mo) value at the peak position makes the error bar on the ratio unusually large. The
same observation holds for ^(^2) ~ v (^ i ) a s well- By looking at the two figures, one could argue that
there is a possible small systematic shift, of approximately 9 degrees, between theory and experiment.
While there are a lot of possible explanations for that, one has to keep in mind that the theoretical curves
have been computed using the measured values for distances, transmittivities etc., and thus they can be
affected by systematic uncertainties as well.

The validity of this theoretical approach can be further appreciated in the following way. Starting from
a coarse pre-alignment condition, one can read the residual error signals given by the three photodiodes
and elaborate the corrections to be applied to each individual mirror for the fine alignment of the systerp.
The sequence of the power levels that the dark fringe detector reads, when the corrections are applied
one after the other, is presented in fig.(3). With this correction procedure the light extinction on the
dark fringe improves of more than a factor 3, reaching a value of 0.4 % of the total power stored into the
cavity.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that even with a very low average power in the photodiodes. 1
-f 30) (x\\\ a small phase modulation index (0.25 9c of the total power in the sideband) and a longitudinal
locking scheme that could be largely improved, it is possible to accurately align a complex interferometer.
Indeed, under these circumstances, the average noise level on the demodulated signals from the quadrant
photodiodes is equivalent to about 10 nrad/vHz or 4.0 -10~5 ao/\/Rz. Therefore, since this angle is
the minimum angle that can be detected in our set-up, this quoted value represents the lowest limit
to our present alignment capability. Finally, since the VIRGO sensitivity to GW-detection requires the
angular noise to be reduced below 1 /irad/\/H^ [10], we claim that our present results already satisfy this
requirement.
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Figure 2: Comparison between theory and measurements for the ratio .4(M2)/.4(Mo) (a) and the phase
difference ^(M^) - ^(Moj (b) expressed as a function of the Guoy phase $G-



Figure 3: Readings of the dark fringe detector when the calculated corrections are applied in sequence
tO Mo. 1.2.3.4-
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